WE ARE INVESTING

IN THE FUTURE

Bring the future today

(+225) 22 444 255
(+230) 403 6000

contact@pulsar-investment.com

WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO?
www.pulsar-investment.com

PULSAR PARTNERS is an investment company,
created to design financial vehicles with
high potential
Through these vehicles, Pulsar Partners invests in
different areas for its partners. The company offers
investment solutions adapted to the Pan-African
environment and based on international standard
management and governance.
Pulsar Partners shows an important transparency
when it comes to planning and steering its investment
strategy and offers its financial partners to be an
important part of it. The company intends to build
a long term absorption capacity in order to create
a gateway for large investors wanting to benefit
from investment opportunities on the African continent.

REALIZE OUR
AMBITION

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

The African continent suffers major deficiencies when it comes
to risk capital. The already existing investment vehicles represent
only a low capacity channel in Sub-Saharan Africa. As the
developed economies saturated, the continent once marginalized
in development slowly but surely became a place for opportunities
for investors. The demographic conditions and the needs in change
allow us to say that Africa is indeed an buoyant market.
Left on the margin of development for a long time ago, as western
economies face more and more constraints, Africa becomes a land
of opportunities for investors looking for performance. Demographic
conditions and structural economic transformations needs, are some
of the elements that make us believe in Africa as a real
high-potential market.
Having recognized the opportunities, we have designed
Pulsar Partners as catalyst dedicated to financing opportunities
to be seized. We invest for our financial partners while complying
with governance standards and international standards.
Our engagement is wealth creating for our financial partners
and value provider for the entities we accompany.
Our goal is to become one of the leaders of investment, capable
to deploy our savoir faire and our approach throughout the world.
Pulsar Partners was created with the firm conviction that Africa is a
launching pad for our long term goals. As founder I have the feeling
that the values we share with our partners, integrity, professionalism
and performance, allow us to build and accomplish our ambition.

Youssouf CARIUS

OUR FINANCIAL

VEHICULES

AN INVESTMENT COMMITEE
The investment committee is a governance
body within the Executive Board of Pulsar
Partners. This control unit is designed as
efficient investment strategy, shared with
the executive team of the consulting
company and the members of the
committee.

PULSAR CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Pulsar Capital Investment is dedicated to
constructions projects (short term maturity /
High yield), stocks and bonds, with a medium
term strategy.

FIGA INVESTMENT LIMITED
FIGA Investment Limited is dedicated
to private equity. We target very high
potential start up (early stage or
development in their life cycle).

OUR STRONG

VALUES

INTEGRITY
The foundations of our organization
and the trust we put in our partners.

ACHIEVEMENT
The will to always look at the larger picture,
to progress and move forward in challenging
as well as in abundant times.

PROFESSIONALISM
We want to succeed in everything
we do – as a proof of our dedication.

PERFORMANCE
Our purpose, why we exist,
and what we want to achieve.

